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- It serves mainly for visual separation of welding workplaces. 

- Light easily manipulable structures of partitions are made
of steel sections. 

- In order to ensure easy handling of the barrier there are
braked wheels of a diameter of 80 mm fitted on the one
side and a supporting leg 600 mm wide on the other side. 

- Individual partitions can be joined in any quantity and thus
they can create a continuous wall. System of suspensions
enables to connect them in a different angle and to create
individual workplaces as for shape. 

- Canvas made of fireproof material providing hazardous
radiation protection and it is resistant to balls and sparks
flying off. 

- Canvas in dark green design corresponds to EN 1598.

- Canvas can be delivered made
from impregnated fireproof
textile if made to order.

Mobile screens for welding shops

Detail of
connecting.

PROTECTIVE PVC SCREENS
MOBILE SCREENS FOR WELDING SHOPS

maximum overlap 90%

Ways of suspension and possibilities of overlap

minimum overlap 35%

lower suspension front suspension

Simple assembly, disassembly and also replacement of damaged screen.

- Screens are used for interior and exterior temperature separation
of areas.

- They are made of PVC material, do not contain any cadmium nor
silicone.

- They are resistant to a large amount of chemicals and can be
used in temperatures from –15 °C up to +50 °C.

- They serve as a barrier against smoke, fumes, dust or insect and birds.

- They are lowering noise and have high transparency.

- As standard, transparent screens are delivered for common
temperatures and screens for refrigeration plants in rolls of 50 m
length. Made-to-measure screens can be delivered for spaces of
welding, mechanicaly resistant screens or coloured screens.

Type: 7238

standard

marking welding shockproof

30 mm

1/ Hook from stainless steel 

2/ PVC screen 

3/ Doorframe, brickwork

300 mm

Type: 7239

heatproof

middle overlap 54%

TYPE DESCRIPTION
WIDTH
(mm)

THICKNESS
(mm)

WINDING
(m)

7238 Belt screen 300 2 50
7239 Belt screen – thermally resistant 300 3 50
7240 Suspension with lugs (5 pcs) 300 – –
7241 Ridge with hooks 984 – –

TYPE
DIMENSIONS 

w x d x h (mm)
WEIGHT

(kg)
7300 1,500 x 600 x 2,200 28
7301 2,000 x 600 x 2,200 32
7302 2,500 x 600 x 2,200 38
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